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With the fast development of the internet, companies, communities and organisations of
practice strongly leverage intelligent networking and collaborative systems by a great
variety of formal and informal electronic relations, such as business-to-business,
peer-to-peer and many types of online collaborative learning interactions. This has
resulted in entangled systems that need to be managed efficiently and in an autonomous
way. In addition, latest and powerful technologies based on grid and wireless
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infrastructure as well as cloud computing are currently enhancing collaborative and
networking applications a great deal but also facing new issues and challenges. For
example, well-known social networks lack of knowledge management and adaptive
solutions and the information shared among peers is rather static. Virtual communities of
practice also provide poorly interactive solutions and lack of full support for organisation,
management, mobility and security.
This special issue on ‘Security, management and model for intelligent networking and
collaborative systems’ attempts to highlight some of the latest research addressing those
challenges. It consists of ten papers carefully selected from the contributions of the
5th International Conference on Intelligent Networking and Collaborative Systems
(INCoS 2013) and 4th International Conference on Emerging Intelligent Data and Web
Technologies (EIDWT 2013). More specifically:
•

The paper of Wu, Li and Zhang, titled ‘Key management scheme based on secret
sharing for wireless sensor networks’, proposed a key management based on secret
sharing scheme to protect the security of the key distribution and management in
wireless sensor networks, which is the key challenge for its wide applications.

•

The paper of Ren, Tang, Wang and Wong, titled ‘Attribute-based signature schemes
with accountability’, presented a novel notion of accountable attribute-based
signature scheme. They also presented two efficient accountable attribute-based
signature schemes with formal security proof.

•

The paper of Patel, Schubert-Kabban, Baldwin and Montminy, titled ‘Statistical
analysis and comparison of linear regression attacks on the advanced encryption
standard’, investigated profiled linear regression-based attacks for extracting the
advanced encryption standard secret key. Attack performance showed an order of
magnitude improvement when the dimensionality of the distribution estimated in the
training phase was increased from 1 to 20, giving greater than 98% success rate with
as few as 100 training and test traces.

•

The paper of Lin, titled ‘On two circuit configurations of non-linear feedback shift
registers’, proposed the transformation from Galois NLFSRs to their equivalent
Fibonacci configuration. By this transformation, the relationship between these two
circuit configurations of NLFSRs is derived.

•

The paper of Zhang, Zhang and Du, titled ‘A real-time data backup model and
methods based on peer-to-peer network’, presented a real-time disaster recovery
backup model based on P2P streaming. This new method can avoid the conflict
between fixed bandwidth and dynamic changes of backup data size and the single
point failure of leased line.

•

The paper of Das, Talukdar and Dutta, titled ‘Hidden Markov model-based
Assamese vowel phoneme recognition using cepstral features’, presented an
experiment on how to use linear prediction cepstrum coefficients-based (LPCC)
features (namely the weighted LPCC and delta weighted LPCC) to recognise
Assamese vowel phonemes employing a discrete hidden Markov model (HMM). The
overall recognition rate of their experiment is nearly about 81.5%.
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•

The paper of Luo and Wang, titled ‘New signature schemes in the standard model
based on publicly verifiable CCA-secure public key encryption’, proposed a new
way to construct signature schemes in the standard model. Concretely, this is a new
way on how to transform CCA secure publicly verifiable public key encryption
schemes into signature schemes.

•

The paper of Wang, Liu, Sun and Zhang, titled ‘Multi-party concurrent signatures
scheme from lattice’, proposed a new formal model of multi-party concurrent
signatures scheme and a lattice-based multi-party concurrent signatures scheme. The
scheme is constructed based on constant-size ring signatures, and thus solved the
open problem: how to construct a multi-party concurrent signatures scheme based on
constant-size ring signatures, which was introduced by
Dongvu Tonien, Willy Susilo and Reihaneh Safavi-Naini in 2006.

•

The paper of Deng, Wang and Chang, titled ‘Sociality-based comprehensive buffer
management for multicast in DTNs’, proposed a sociality-based comprehensive
buffer management for multicast routing (SCBMR). The nodes with high social
centrality are selected in priority as relay nodes. They also design a corresponding
buffer management strategy that drops the buffered messages with more replicas and
shorter TTL in the network.

•

The paper of Wu, Xu and Deng, titled ‘Server-aided aggregate verification signature:
security definition and construction’, introduced a new security model for serveraided aggregate verification signature scheme against collusion attacks. They also
proposed a concrete server-aided aggregate verification signature scheme-based
BGLS signature scheme, which is secure in their model.
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